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Try to find out the manufacturer of your allwinner tablet and look for the right firmware to update. Check out the forum here for a complete list ... ----- Karl-Heinz Ettinger @B0SS111 @v_suhareff So it's possible to put the same custom (just flash through the recovery first) ----- Sergey(Off) @KaLleRi @v_suhareff is there any custom firmware on it? @B0SS111 @v_suhareff I
don't really know. I think there is. ----- Vitaliy Suvorov. @karleone @B0SS111 Do they have plans? @v_suhareff @B0SS111 I don't know. I know they do. Vitaliy Suvorov @karleone @B0SS111 Well, it doesn't say so on the website. @v_suhareff @B0SS111 What do you mean it doesn't say? @karleone @B0SS111 there is no information in the plan. @v_suhareff @B0SS111
Well, maybe they don't want to advertise. @kar @kar @dedmazai @mich2365 I am always in favor of any rally except a hunger strike and hunger strike for world peace @kar @dedmazai @mich2365 I think everyone can give his opinion and it is not necessary to impose it @kar @dedmazai @mich2365 It is not an opinion, I think it is wrong. @kar @dedmazai @mich2365 My

point exactly. It's my opinion, which may be erroneous, but I'm not imposing it. Happy birthday, Yura! I wish you all the best that can be in your life! Yury Shchetinin Thanks, Vitalik! I somehow did not even think that you can answer. And here it is... I don't reply to tweets, I only like them. I'm not very comfortable answering all of them, either. But thanks for replying anyway. I
don't know how yet, even on likes. Gulzhan K. Nah, I still do not know how)) Agape Oh, we, in our society, have never learned to distinguish who can't do what! Gulzhan K We, in our society, are not up to it either - some people work and others drink). Cindy Hi there, Gulik and the cast! Have a good weekend! Guljan K. Have a good evening Cindy and the guys) Good evening

Gulick and the cast! ...When I grow up big, I will be... Barmaley Uzhdzhasovich! Do not drive, do not drive ... Don't drive, don't drive... Don't fuck with me, don't fuck with me... â™ª Don't drive, don't drive, don't drive â™ª -----
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